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more columns than racing. Cricket reporting was ela-
borated into an art of its own with a vocabulary* And
now it was that illustrations made their appearance in a
hesitant, unobtrusive manner, as if even the popular
prints were doubtful about their reception.
At this time it was impossible to reproduce in daily-
newspapers any but line-blocks—that is to say, blocks
made from drawings* A picture paper with illustra-
tions produced in that roundabout way had been running
for a number of years, with moderate success* News
photographs that had to be copied by draughtsmen lost a
good deal of their actuality* Yet the direct printing of
photographs by half-tone blocks (made from photographs
direct) was possible only in periodicals that came off a
flat-bed press, where the contact between the paper and the
forme containing type and illustrations was firm and slow,
compared with the action of the rotary press* Greatly
as the reproduction of photographs promised to add to the
entertainment value of the newspaper, no very strenous
efforts were made to discover a process by which this
could be managed* In the end it was almost by accident
that the discovery was made. It came about in this way*
Northcliffe brought out in 190 3 a daily newspaper for
women* It was named the Daily Mirror; edited by a
woman, who had a staff consisting chiefly of her own sex;
and filled with matter that was supposed to be likely to
interest women* Northcliffe said the experience taught
him that women couldn't write and didn't want to read!
Starting as the Mail had started with a print of 400,000
on its first day, secured by the spending of £100,000 on
making its advent known, the Mirror failed to hold half
that number (as the Mail had done) ; in a few weeks it was
down to 40,000, and still dropping* Fleet Street chuckled
savagely* At last these young men had come the cropper

